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This is a legally binding contract between you, as the end user, and Testo.
Once you or another authorised person opens the sealed CD-ROM packaging, the conditions of this contract
are recognised. If you do not agree with the conditions, return the unopened software package with all
accompanying items, including all written documentation and boxes, to the point from which you purchased
the software and your money will be returned in full.

Concession
This licence authorises you to use a copy of the Testo software, acquired with this licence, on a single
computer on condition that the software is only used on one computer at any one time. If you have acquired
multiple licences for the software you can have so many copies in use as you have licences. The software is
deemed as being “in use” on a computer if it is loaded in a cache i.e. RAM or if it is saved in a permanent
memory e.g. on the hard disk of this computer, with the exception of a copy installed in a network server for
the sole purpose of distribution to other computers which is then deemed as not being “in use”. If the number
of persons using the software exceeds the number of licences acquired you are then required to provide
suitable mechanisms or procedures to ensure that the number of persons using the software simultaneously
does not exceed the number of licences.

Copyright
The software is protected against copying by copyright laws, international contracts and other legal
stipulations. It is forbidden to copy the software, product manuals and other accompanying written
documents on the software. The software should not be licenced, rented or leased. If the software is not
provided with technical protection you can make a single copy of the software solely for security and filing
purposes or you can transmit the software to one hard disk on the condition that the original is kept solely for
security or filing purposes. Reverse engineering, decompilation, disassembly are not permitted. For every
infringement of protective rights you or any authorised person are liable to claims from Testo GmbH & Co
Lenzkirch. 

Limited warranty
Testo guarantees for a period of 90 days following the acquisition of the software  by the buyer or for a longer
minimum time period if stipulated by the laws in the country of purchase that the software generally
corresponds to the standards defined in the accompanying documentation. Testo specifically does not
guarantee that the software will run without interruptions or errors. If the software does not function normally in
accordance with the accompanying documentation, the purchaser then has the right to return the software to
Testo within the warranty time accompanied by a written description on the malfunction(s). Testo is only
obliged, after a reasonable time period, to make a functioning copy of the software available to the purchaser
or to refund the full purchase price if a copy is unavailable for whatever reason.

Any guarantees in relation to the software, the corresponding manuals and written documentation exceeding
the above limited warranty are not admitted.

Neither Testo nor Testo suppliers are obliged to replace any damage occurring during use of this Testo
product or caused by the inability to use this Testo product even if Testo has been informed of the possibility of
such damage. This exclusion does not apply to damage caused deliberately or through gross negligence by
Testo. Likewise claims supported by inalienable legal stipulations are unaffected.

Copyright © by 2000 Testo AG

M. Windows® und Excel® are the registered trade marks of the Microsoft Corporation.
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Minimum system requirements
• PC with operating system

- Microsoft Windows 95 or better (if applicable)
- Microsoft Windows NT 4, Service pack 4, or better 
(if compatible).
- Windows 2000 or better (if compatible).

• CD Rom drive
• Pentium 100 MHz
• 32 MB RAM
• 15 MB hard disk drive space free
• Free serial interface (COM) or corresponding adapter.
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Application of analysis software 
Analysis software is used to save, read out and analyse separate
readings and measurement series and to configure the control
unit and the testo 300 XXL analysis box. Graphic presentation of
the readings is the main task of this program.
Readings are taken using Testo analysers and are transmitted to
the PC via serial software. Also the configurations set in the PC,
such as display sequence, alarm limits are updated via the same
interface in the testo 300 XXL measuring instrument. Data is
read out using analysis software which activates the interfaces
making all the functions available. 
Readings are logged with date and time. The values are shown
constantly during online measurements.

There are suitable instrument drivers for every Testo
instrument/system, which can be installed. They are specially
adapted to the performance range of the instruments and their
operation. 

Application / System requirements

Preparation

Software version

You will see which software version you are using in the main
menu “?” under “Info”.

The description is valid for 
• Analysis software from 3.1
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Installation

Preparation

General knowledge for using and installing software

The software surface (image, user philosophy) is defined in
accordance with the Microsoft® Office standard. Icons and
menu items are selected corresponding to this standard. If you
are already working with Office programs (Word®, Excel®,
Power Point® ...) you will become familiar with this software
environment very quickly.

Installation

Installation is menu-driven. Please observe the notes and
explanations on the various pages.

It may be necessary to reboot when installing the software..

If it is necessary to reboot your PC, please register with the same
user name (password) used during installation. Otherwise, the
installation may not be correctly carried out.

1. Place CD-ROM in the drive
- Installation will start automatically

If it does not:
Open Explorer, select the CD-ROM drive and start
installation by clicking twice on the “Setup” file or 
“Setup.exe”.

2. Enter the licence number. The licence number can be found
on the CD-ROM case and is marked with         .

Note
If the number input is not accepted, it may be due to the
following:
- Is the shift button activated?
- Is “Num” in the separate digit pad activated?
- Was I entered instead of 1?
- Was o entered instead of 0?

3. The installation program copies program files from the
software to a directory on your hard disk. A new program
group is set up. The Testo logo appears in the start menu.
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Preparation

Setting up connection to instrument

1. Connect the testo 300 XXL control unit
and the interface cable (Part no. 0409.0178) with a
serial interface (COMx) in your PC.

2. Switch on the control unit.

3. Start the Testo analysis software.

4. Select the “New device” dialog box from the 
“Instrument” main menu. The “New device setup 
wizard” dialog window opens.

5. Select the testo 300 XXL instrument driver and click on
“Continue”.

6. Select a free interface and click on “Continue”. The name of
the instrument driver is shown.

7. Click on “Finish” to set up 
the connection to the control
unit. The instrument driver 
appears in the directory. If you
wish to carry out changes, press 
“Back” to return to the previous
pages.

8.  You can select between the configuration for the 
control unit or the analysis box in the 
“Select device” window. The “Slave Mode” 
is shown on the testo 300 XXL control unit 
display. It is not possible to operate the control 
unit keypad in this mode.

If the instrument is not connected, please check
the connection cable. Also check if the

configuration (COM1, COM2...) corresponds
to the interface in use.

If there are problems, close the programs which
have access to the serial interface.
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1st session – Brief instructions

Certain menu functions can be activated directly via the mouse,
making the software easy to use.
Some menu functions need only to be clicked on once with the
mouse while others need to be clicked twice. 

The following options are available depending on where you are
in the program:

Click left on
menu item: Opens sub-menu or  

carries out function

Click left on 
symbol button: Carries out function

Click left on 
name in archive: Selects

Click twice, left: Selects and opens/carries out

Click right: Opens (if available) 
Context menu

Mouse functions  
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Toolbars and pallets

1st session - Brief instructions

File category

Open file

Save active document

Page view

Print view

Set up new location

Set up new folder

Transmit to instrument

Delete element

Undo last action

Copy in clipboard

Insert contents in clipboard

Set up formula 

Connect protocols

Use help

Use situation-related help function
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Toolbars and pallets

1st session - Brief instructions

Instrument category

Device control

Control measurement

Start online measurement

Stop online measurement

Read out memory

View category

View as diagram

View as table

View as digit box

View as histogram

View as form

View as analog instrument

View as parametric graph

Set layout

Search in archive
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Toolbars and pallets

1st session - Brief instructions

Left mouse button selects

Left mouse button shows status information

Left mouse button enlarges

Left mouse button shows crosshair

Left mouse button marks area to be included in mean calculation

Left mouse button shows compensating curve

Left mouse shows difference

Select font

Change background colour in diagram.  Also edits pattern/style

Insert text

Remove text from a view

Full screen
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Toolbars

You can activate commands, which are often used, directly by
using the icons in the toolbars.

You can easily move the required toolbar to another position
using the mouse. It will appear horizontal, vertical or as a
separate window (pallet) depending on the position.

You can determine the function of the toolbars in
the “Tools/Customize…” menu.

You can put together new toolbars on the register
available and define 

· whether the toolbar should be displayed or not
· whether large or small buttons are to be used
· which icons are to appear in the toolbar

To change the toolbars, open the “Commands” register and
move the corresponding icon to the required location in the
toolbar. Click at the bottom of the symbol for more information.
To delete icons, simply remove from the toolbar. 

Separation marks can be placed between the icons. Simply
move an icon to the side of the toolbar to remove or insert the
marks.

1st session – Brief instructions
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Toolbars, our recommendation

1st session – Brief instructions

You can put together your own tools list as required. The
following are some suggestions:

Easy logger operation
The functions suggested here are used
regularly to program and read out data
loggers and should, therefore, be placed
in the toolbar for direct access.

Main emphasis: Data management
Regular reworking and updating of the
archive tree is necessary in this case.
The tools specified here are particularly
suitable for this purpose.

Main emphasis on printed
documentation
Read out instrument and print as table
or diagram - the range of functions
should be reduced accordingly if no
longer in use. 
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Going from left to right, the main menu contains the
following:

File
All of the functions, which are needed to open, close,
save, delete and print. New folders and locations are
created. The names of files and folders can be changed
and their properties can be displayed.
The files, which were last used, are available in a list,
which can be opened.
The program can be exited in this menu.

Instrument
Connection to the measuring instruments is
controlled from this menu. New measuring
instruments can be connected and configured.

Edit
Measured data can be copied, inserted, pasted or
deleted using these commands. Commands and self-
defined mathematical functions can be undone. 

Menu layout: Main menu

1st session – Brief instructions
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View
Included are functions required for graphical display or
screen layout. Toolbars, status bars, archive or palettes
can be made to appear or disappear, as required. You
can choose which channels of the attached instrument
are to be shown and a protocol header can be defined.

Insert
Text can be added to diagrams. The measured data
can be further offset using a mathematical function.

Format
The font can be set here. This font is then used for
protocols and to label diagrams.
The appearance of the diagrams and tables can be
improved optically using specific patterns/styles.

Tools
Settings:

Here you have the option of assigning units and
axes.
Customize:
It is also possible to define the range of functions
included in the toolbar.

Window
If you have several files at the same time in the RAM
memory, you have several ways available to display
them.

Menu layout: Main menu

1st session – Brief instructions
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This is a special range of commands, selected especially for a
certain area. These menus, which can be selected using the right
mouse button, can be opened depending on where the mouse
is placed.

Context: Instrument
New locations can be quickly set up in the
instrument, the current instrument can be
registered and deregistered or all of the
settings in the instrument can also be
undertaken via “Device control” in the PC.

Context: Folders in archive
Click right mouse button on folder and then
you can edit the tree structure: 
Set up, delete, rename folder/locations etc.

Context: Folders in instrument
The locations saved in the instrument can be
read out or deleted.

Menu layout: Context menus

1st session – Brief instructions
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Context: Location
- Edit contents.
- Change/delete location name
- Edit information on location.

Additional parameters or useful information (if supplied by
instrument), particularly on location, can be entered via
“Properties”. These are also available on site, once they are
transmitted to the instrument.

Context: Work area
In the work area context e.g. table, the data which is
shown or is to be printed can be defined. Channels can be
made to appear or disappear via Edit. Additional
information for printing can be formulated via “Header”.

Menu layout: Context menus

1st session – Brief instructions
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Context: Name of table
The context for the header in the table enables
access to the title and information box, which can
be edited in location. “Measuring protocol”
includes additional data on the protocol itself.

Context menu in diagrams
and other presentation
elements:

“Edit line” leads to the
settings menu for presenting
the data and editing curves.

Note:
This menu can be reached
directly by clicking twice on
the curve.

Menu layout: Context menus

1st Session – Brief instructions
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Menu layout: Context menus

1st session – Brief instructions

Short menu in digit box
Type of view, pattern/style and content can be
selected.

Online Help

Online help is available for many functions. This online help is
activated by pressing F1 (function button on the keypad) or by
clicking on “?” in the menu bar.

Press Shift+F1 for direct help. The cursor arrow will then turn into
a question mark with an arrow. You should click on the area
about which you have a question. The online help for this topic
will then be opened.
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Demo file without instrument

Measured data has to be opened first before it can be shown
graphically.

Option 1:
Once the “File” menu item has been selected, the “Open”
menu element is selected.

The “File/Open” dialog mask then appears.

A drive or a folder can be selected in the top
part of the dialog mask. A list with file names
appears in the middle part. The type of files
required is selected in “Files of type”. 

A file name is selected and is opened by clicking
twice or by clicking twice on the “Open” button.

Option 2:

Activate the “Archive” sub-menu under the “View”
menu.

The archive is displayed. 

Select a file and drag to the work area by keeping the left
mouse button pressed.

Release mouse button. File is displayed automatically. 

Example



You can determine what form the measurement protocol is to
appear in by clicking on one of the following: “Table”, “Digit
box”, “Analog instrument”, “Diagram”, “Histogram” or
“Parametric Graph”.

Diagram

Table

Demo file without instrument

Example

22
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Histogram

Digit box

Form
(only in VAC module)

Demo file without instrument

Example 



Demo file without instrument

Example

Load the “D1” file from the “Sample files”
folder and then play around with the toolbar
palette in diagram:

Zoom
Zooms sections

The limits for the area to be shown are set by drawing a rectangle
in the diagram window (keep left mouse button pressed inside
window). This function can also be carried out during an online
measurement. The selected section always shows the current
value.

The diagram is returned to its normal size by clicking on “Actual
size”.  All of the section zooms are then undone. 

“Crosshair”
Select a measurement curve to demonstrate a crosshair, which
follows the curve. The reading number, date, time and reading
are also shown in a window.

“Mark section” 
Selective statistics.
You can determine the section in diagrams, which is to be
calculated or saved:

Click on the left of a curve to determine the section to be
calculated, you can move the section limits using the left mouse
button and the complete window using the right mouse button.

24
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Notes: 
• The section is a time section. 

If you have determined a section for a measurement protocol,
all of the calculations apply to this section. Remove the section
limits if you wish to have the whole data sequence calculated.

• Section limits and mean calculation.
Select a measurement curve to determine the time range to
which the following calculations and data saving, if required, are
limited. Section limits, the minimum and maximum of the limited
value curve and the arithmetic mean are all shown in the status
bar.

“Compensating curve”
Compensating curves are a help to better assess large amounts
of data, “runaways” are suppressed and the actual curve is
imitated using a theoretical, mathematical function.

Select a measurement curve to show a compensating curve or to
switch it off. The degree of the curve is determined at between 0
to 7 in the context menu for the curve (right mouse button).  0
degree corresponds to a pure mean calculation, 1 degree
describes the linear trend, a higher degree helps curves with
several minimum and maximum values.

By contrast, if “Mark measurement points” is selected, the
measurement points along the curve are marked. It is only at
these points that the value shown corresponds exactly to the
measured value. The curve between the points comes about
through interpolation. If there is a measurement, the
measurement points are interpolated linearly - are connected by
straight lines. The curve can be smoothed if the measurement is
stopped.

Smoothing in this case means that the measurement points are
connected by an interpolating curve. This curve goes through all
of the measurement points. It is, therefore, not a compensating
curve. Only the space between two points is filled by a curve, or
a type of spline. 

Demo file without instrument

Example
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Demo file without instrument

Example 

If you encounter problems when “clicking” on a section of the
curve, you have probably clicked on the section of the curve
which is particularly steep. The capturing process functions
better if you select a less steep section. If you are working with
several, which overlap, it is better to work by zooming sections.

“Display status info”
Provides detailed description of invalid readings.

“Edit pattern”
Is used in diagrams and parametric graphs to set background
and grid line colour and to change the line type in the grid.

Used to add/delete Text to/from diagram. 

Move text: 
Use the left mouse button (drag and drop).

Change font type and colour: 
Click with the right mouse button on the text.

Use the “Eraser” mouse function from the palette to delete the
activated diagram text. The activated text now has a frame
around it.
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Demo file without instrument

Example 

Start by clicking on the respective curve twice and first adapt the
line width and pattern, smooth the curve and mark the
measurement points, if required.

Define the required limit values in “Data sequence” and define
how they are to be displayed in “Limit value display”.

You can click away a curve or reactivate a curve by clicking twice
in the diagram section.

Using the right mouse button in the diagram section, you will find
modification possibilities for background and grid lines in Pattern.



Edit the time axis:

You can define the resolution, start and finish of the
view window by clicking twice on the time axis.
- “Relative timing” sets the starting time at 00:00,

the time then starts relative to this start mark.
- “Position” defines a fixed frame which can be

moved over the time axis.
- “Autom. scaling” defines a fixed section.

Optimise the value range/y axis
For an improved overview, it is better to scale the range of
values for the respective curve. Enter the menu by clicking
on the right of the y axis. The grid can be set via the arrow
buttons or can be entered manually.

28

Demo file without instrument

Example
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Demo file wihout instrument

Example 

Printout of table

Printing measurement
data
Measurement data can be
printed in diagram or table
form. A standard sheet is
printed as 
follows:

• Protocol header with  
- Title (pre-set with the file or instrument name)
- Date,
- Start and finishing time of a measurement (tables only),
- Channel and reading number (tables only)
- Consecutive page number
- Option of entering “Conditions”
- Additional comment lines

Special protocol headers can be selected from a list via the
toolbar.

The printed protocol header contains information on the whole
measurement protocol.

It is recommended to use portrait format when printing tables,
and landscape format when printing diagrams. Select the format
required in the “Page Setup” menu.
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Selecting control unit

Control unit

1.Click the testo 300 XXL instrument driver in the 
archive window. The instrument driver is in colour.

2. Open the context menu for the instrument driver 
with the right mouse button and select “Open”. The 
“Select device” window appears. “Slave Mode”
appears on the testo 300 XXL control unit 
display. It is not possible to operate the control unit 
keypad in this mode. 

3. Select the control unit (001) and confirm by clicking 
on “Select”. The name of the selected instrument
appears in the archive behind the symbol.

The “Select device” is activated only if the
control unit and analysis box are connected.
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Memory management

Control unit

Setting up new locations/folders

1. Click on the testo 300 XXL control unit and open the
sub-menu via the right mouse button.

2. Select “New” and click on location or folder.

3. New folder/location appears under the instrument in the
archive.

4. Enter the required name (location with 20 characters, folder
with 8 characters).

New locations and/or new files can be set up in
the archive and in the control unit. 

Folders/locations with more than 8 characters
can be entered in archive (in sample files). The
names of the folders are automatically reduced

to 8 characters when moved to 
testo 300 XXL.
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Memory management

Control unit

Deleting locations/folders

1. Select the location or folder and open the sub-menu
via the right mouse button.

2. Click on “Delete” to delete the select folder/location.

Renaming locations/folders

1. Select the required location or folder and open the sub-menu
via the right mouse button.

2. Click on “Rename”. You can input your modifications in the
folder/location box.

3. Your modifications are automatically saved once you leave the
folder/location box.

Copying locations/folders

1. Click on location or folder and open the sub-menu via the
right mouse button.

2. Option 1:
Click on “Copy”. The folder or location is saved in the
clipboard. The locations/folders are displayed in archive or
control unit by clicking on “Paste”.
Option 2:
Using the mouse, drag the selected locations/folders from the
archive to the instrument and vice versa.
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Example of tour plan

You can use the folder structure to structure your measurement
logs in accordance with your tour plan to customers.

Memory management

Control unit

It is not possible to set up folders with the same
name. Locations with the same names can

be put into different folders.
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Control unit
Device control menu 

Open the context menu for the Device driver with the
right mouse button and click on Device control

or

Select the Device control sub-menu in the Instrument
main menu

or

Click on the Device control icon in the main menu.

Pressure settings
Area
Pitot tube
Dew point VL

Ambient CO
Ambient CO2
Diff. pressure 80 mbar
Diff. pressure 1000 mbar
Timer

Print text
Address

GENERAL

DIAGNOSIS

SETTINGS

Menu
Device ccontrol

Shows general information
Clock in instrument with PC

Shows error messages

Alarm limits
Parameters
Various

Outline of device control menu



Control unit 

Register: General information
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Displaying general information

Select the “General” register. You will
receive information on 

- Serial number
- Firmware version (instrument 

software for control unit)
- Battery voltage in control unit
- Memory space
- Instrument temperature
- Names of the instrument unit
- Information on instrument errors

Synchronizing clock in control unit with PC clock

1. Click on “General” register.

2. Press “Sync with PC clock” button. 
The control unit has the same time as the PC.

30.08.0
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Control unit

Measuring program register

Entering measuring program

1. Click on the “Measuring program” 
register

2. Select the location in the “Location 
name” menu.

3. Enter the duration of the 
measurement series in the “Times” 
menu.
- Mark hour and/or minute with the 
left mouse button and enter a value.

4. Enter a value in the “Stop condition”
menu. The required measurement
series is carried out within the time

specified.
5. Save the data from the register card

via “Apply”. Modifications are no longer possible.
6. The data is saved via “OK” and the instrument driver window

is closed.
7. Open the context menu for the instrument driver with the

right mouse button and select “Close”. “Slave Mode” is
cancelled.

8. Measuring begins once the “Start” button on the control unit
is pressed.

Deleting measuring program

The input menus are released once the
“Delete program” button is activated.

Note

Once the “Apply” button is activated in the “Measuring
program” register, it is not possible to make any more entries

in the “Settings” register.
Entries can be made in the “Settings” register once the
“Delete program” button in the “Measuring program”

button is activated.
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Displaying error messages

1. Select the  
“Diagnosis” register

2. Open the sub-menus by clicking 
on “+”. Errors are displayed.

3. Click on the error message. The 
corresponding explanation
appears to the right of the error 
message.

Control unit

Diagnosis register



Setting alarm limits

Select “Settings” register and click on
alarm limits. The four possible alarm limits
are displayed.

Setting the alarm limit for ambient CO
1. Click on ambient CO.
2. Enter the required value in the “ppm” 

box which opens.
3. The alarm limit is activated if you click 

on the “Alarm activated” checkbox.
4. An audible signal can be heard when

you click on the “Audible
signal” checkbox.

5. Save the current register card by
clicking on the “Apply” button.

6. The data is saved by clicking on “OK”
and the instrument driver window is  
closed.

Setting alarm limit for ambient CO2
1. Click on ambient CO2
2. Enter the required value in the 
“ppm” box.
3. The alarm limit is activated if you click 

on the “Alarm activated” checkbox.
4. An audible signal can be heard when

you click on the “Audible
signal” checkbox.

5.  Save the current register card by
clicking on the “Apply” button.

6. The data is saved by clicking on “OK”
and the instrument driver window is  
closed.

Control unit
Settings register

38



Control unit 
Settings register
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Setting the alarm limit for differential pressure -80 to 80
mbar 

1. Click on differential pressure 
-80 to 80 mbar.

2. Enter the required value in the  
“mbar” box.
3. The alarm limit is activated by clicking 

on the “Alarm activated” checkbox.
4. You will get an audible signal by 

clicking on the “Audible signal”
checkbox.

5. Save the data from the current register
card by clicking on the “Apply” button.

6. Click on“OK” to save the data and to
close the instrument driver window.

Setting the alarm limit for -1000 to 1000 mbar differential
pressure

1. Click on differential pressure 
0...1000 mbar.

2. Enter the required value in the 
“mbar” box.
3. The alarm limit is activated by clicking 

on the “Alarm activated” checkbox.
4. You will get an audible signal by 

clicking on the “Audible signal” 
checkbox.

5. Save the data from the current register
card by clicking on the “Apply” button.

6. Click on“OK” to save the data and to
close the instrument driver window.



Zeroing/measuring pressure

1. Activate Zeroise pressure, measure
in archive.

2. Select which differential pressure 
is to be zeroed.

3. Zeroing phase (approx. 9 s)

4. Display of current differential
pressure.

5. Click on “OK” to return to main menu.

Setting timer for printer
1. Click on Timer

2. Enter the required value in the
“min” box.

3. Save the data of the current register 
card by clicking on “Apply”. 

4. Click on “OK” to save the data and to
close the instrument driver window.

Control unit 

Settings register
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Control unit 

Settings register
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Entering the address

1. Click on “+” in front of
“Miscellaneous”. The sub-menus appear.

2. Click on Address. 

3. Enter the text (Name, 
Street, City etc.). The length of the 
lines varies between 15 and 47 
characters.

4. The text is saved and applied in the
control unit by clicking on “Apply”.

5. Click on“OK” to save the data and to
close the instrument driver window.

Entering print text

1. Click on “+” in front of
“Miscellaneous”. The sub-menus
appear.

2. Click on Print text. Three headers 
(with 20 characters) and one footer 
(with 20 characters) are available to 
you for the text.

3. The text is saved and applied in the
control unit by clicking on “Apply”.

4. Click on“OK” to save the data and to
close the instrument driver window.
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Control unit 

Settings register

Deleting device memory

1. Click on “Actions”. 

2. Click on “Delete device memory”
button. The question “Do you really want
to delete the memory?” appears.

3. All of the data in the memory is
deleted if you answer with “Yes”.

4. The data is retained if “No” is pressed.

Entering parameters for volume flow measurement
(pressure, area, Pitot tube factors).

1. Click on “+” in front of “Parameters”.
The sub-menus appear.

2. Pressure: Enter altitude, barometer 
value and differential pressure.

Absolute pressure is shown.
3. Area: Select area and enter 

dimensions.
4. Pitot tube:Enter Pitot tube factor and

offset factor.

5. Press the “OK” button. All of the 
modifications are applied and 
transmitted to the control unit.
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Control unit

Logo register

Loading company logo

1. Click on the “Logo” register.

2. Click on “Load logo”.

3. Load your company logo from your 
internal file (Format: Bitmap,128 x 76
Pixle, monochrome). *1

4. The selected logo is shown in the 
“Instrument logo” display.

5. Click on “Apply” and your logo will be
shown everytime you start the 
instrument.

6. Press the “OK” button. All of the
modifications are accepted and transmitted to the control
unit.

*1   Other formats are converted automatically.
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Online configuration

1. Click on testo 300 XXL: Control unit 
Open the sub-menu via the right mouse button or
click on the “Instrument” main menu

2. Click on “Online Configuration”. The window to set the
measuring cycle opens and the number of channels is shown.

3. Enter the required measuring cycle in sec, min, h
and confirm with “OK”. The measuring cycle is saved.

4. Leave the menu by clicking on “Cancel” and the existing data
is retained.

Online measurement

1. Click on testo 300 XXL: Control unit 
Open the sub-menu with the right mouse button or click on 
the “Instrument” main menu

2. Click on “Online”.

3. Online measurement is started via “Start”. The measurement
data is displayed.

4. You can vary the type of display via the following symbols in
the menu bar:

Diagram
Table
Digit box
Histogram

5. Click on the “Instruments” menu, Online/stop if you wish to
end the measurement.

6. Use the following icons to save or print online measurement
data:
Save
or
Print.

Control unit

Online measurement
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1. Highlight at least 2 locations in the archive to print a barcode.

2. Open the sub-menu using the right mouse 
button and click on “Extras”. The “Print 
barcode” opens and the selected locations
are displayed.

3. Check the selection of locations. It is possible
to deactivate the tick on a highlighted location 
by clicking on       . The location is not printed.

4. Click on the label with which printing should 
begin.

5. You can enter the company names and number
of copies.

6. Click on “Print” and printing is started.

7. You can select a printer and change the format via the
“Printer setup” button.

8. You can change the font and font size of the printer via the
“Font” button.

Printing barcodes

Control unit

Barcode

It is only possible to print barcodes with locations.
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1. Open the sub-menu using the right mouse button.

2. Select “Close”. “Slave Mode” on the 
testo 300 XXL control unit display disappears and
the testo 300 XXL can again be operated via the 
keypad.

Note

Configurations on the PC are saved in testo 300 XXL.
They can be configured at any time.

Control unit

Barcode

Cancelling the control unit

Sub-directories, in which locations can be found, can be
accessed via the control unit. There are some restrictions when
making these sub-directories legible via barcodes:
An internal key and not the displayed location is coded in the
printed barcodes. The required locations have to be input in the
control unit beforehand in order to be able to use this key. If this
does not happen, the internal key is displayed in the control unit
instead of the location name.
The locations are suitable for barcodes regardless of how they
are produced:

Production type Suitable for barcode 

Archive via "New location" No
Comsoft instrument, "New location" Yes
Instrument "New location" Yes
Barcode If this location has 

already been entered, 
yes, otherwise no
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Note
Always connect interface cable to control unit.

1. Click on the testo 300 XXL instrument driver in the
archive (left mouse button). The instrument driver 
is in colour. 

2. Open the context menu on the instrument driver 
using the right mouse button and click on “Open”. 
The “Instrument selection” window appears.
“Slave-Mode” appears on the testo 300 XXL
control unit display. It is not possible in this mode
to operate the control unit via keypad. 

3. Select the analysis box and confirm with “Select”. 
The driver for the analysis box appears in archive.

The “Instrument selection” menu is only
activated if the control unit and analysis box are

connected 

Analysis box

Selecting analysis box
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Open the context menu on the instrument driver using
the right mouse button and click on Device control

or

click on the Device control sub-menu in the
Instrument main menu 

or

click on the device control icon in the main menu.

Analysis box

Device control menu

Menu
Device ccontrol

GENERAL

DIAGNOSIS

SETTINGS

Outline of device control menu

Displays general information

Displays error messages

Fuel coefficients
Dew point VL
Display sequence
Printing Zeroing Measuring
Deletes instrument memory
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Analysis box

Diagnosis register

Displays general information

Click on “General” register. You will
receive information on

- serial number
- firmware version (instrument 

software for analysis box)
- battery voltage in the analysis 

box
- memory space
- instrument temperature
- the names of the unit
- instrument error information

1. Click on the “Diagnosis” register.

2. The sub-menus are opened by
clicking on “+”. Errors are shown.

3. Click on the error message. The
corresponding explanation
appears on the right of the  
error message.

General register
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Analysis box

Measuring program register

Note

No entries can be made in the “Settings” register once the
“Apply” button in the “Measuring program” register is

activated. 
Entries can be made again in the “Settings” register once

the “Delete program” button has been activated in the
“Measuring program” register.

Entering the measuring program

1. Click on the Measuring program”
register

2. Select the location in the
“Location name” menu.

3. Enter the duration of a 
measurement series in the
“Times” menu.
- Mark hour and/or minute with the 
left mouse button and enter 
value.

4. Enter a value in the “Stop 
condition” menu. The required
measurement series is carried out 
within the specified time.

5. Select fuel in “Other” menu.

6. Enter value in “Dilution” menu.

7. Save the register card data via the “Apply” button.
Modifications can no longer be carried out.

8. “OK” saves the data and the instrument driver window is
closed.
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Analysis box

Measuring program register

Note

It is not possible to enter the stop condition if the “Solid fuel”
menu is activated. Dilution is set automatically at factor 20. The
factor can be changed.

9. Open the context menu for the instrument driver using the
right mouse button and select “Close”. “Slave Mode” is
cancelled. Measuring starts once the “Start” button is
pressed.

Deleting the measuring program

The input menus are released via the
“Delete program” button.



Setting fuel coefficients / NO2 addition

1. Click on “+” beside Settings. 

2. Select dilution and enter the value
for the NO2 addition.

3. Select the fuel required. The  
corresponding coefficients 
appear in the window.

4. Click on the O2 reference or 
CO2max. The window with the 
corresponding value opens and 
can be changed.

5. The “Standard settings” button 
retains the preset values.
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Analysis box

Settings register

It is only possible to set NO2
addition if an NO2 measuring

cell is not installed.

Dilution value can only be
entered if dilution is available. 



Analysis box
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Settings register

Setting dew point VL

1.Click on “+” in front of parameters. 
The “Dewpoint VL” menu is
displayed.

2. Click twice to open menu. 
3.Enter the combustion air 

temperature and humidity. The dew 
point is calculated automatically. 
4. Save the data from the current

register card by clicking on 
“Apply”.

5. The data is saved and the 
instrument driver window is closed
by clicking on “OK”.

Setting display sequence

1. Click on “+” beside
“Miscellaneous”

2. Click on display sequence

- The window with the display 
sequence appears

- You can delete or enter lines.
- You can change the parameters 
with corresponding units in the 
boxes under the display 
sequence.

3. Save the data from the current 
register card by clicking on 
“Apply”.

4. Data is saved and the instrument 
driver window is closed via “OK”.



Zeroing, measuring pressure

1. Click on “Zeroise draught” or
“Zero differential pressure” to 
zero the pressure sensor.

2. Click on the “OK” button. All of the
modifications are applied and
transferred to the analysis box. 

Analysis box

Settings register
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Deleting instrument memory

1.Click on “Actions”. 

2.Click on the “Delete device
memory” button. The question
“Do you really want to delete the 
memory?” will appear.

3. If you answer “Yes” the complete
memory of the analysis box will be
deleted.

4. If you answer “No” the data will be
retained.
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Online configuration

1. Click on the testo 300 XXL: analysis box
Open the sub-menu via the right mouse button or click on
the “Instrument” main menu

2. Click on “Online Configuration”. The window for adjusting
the measuring cycle opens and the number of channels is
displayed.

3. Enter the required measuring cycle in sec, min, h and confirm
with “OK”. The measuring cycle is saved.

4. Click on “Cancel” to exit the menu; the existing data remain.

Online measurement

1. Click on testo 300 XXL: analysis box
Open the sub-menu via the right mouse button or click on the
“Instrument” menu.

2. Click on “Online”.

3. Online measurement is started via “Start”. Measurement data
is displayed.

4. You can vary the type of display using the following icons in
the menu bar:

Diagram
Table
Digit box
Histogram

5. If you wish to end the measurement, click on Online/stop via 
the “Instruments” menu. 

6. You can save or print the online measurement data using the
following icons:
Save
or
Print.

Analysis box

Online measurement
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Analysis box

Cancelling the analysis box

1. Open the sub-menu using the right mouse button.

2. Select “Close”. “Slave Mode” disappears from the
testo 300 XXL control unit display and the 
testo 300 XXL can once again be operated via 
keypad.
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• Check if instrument is switched on.
• Check connection cable.

This message appears if the PC program cannot
communicate with the connected measuring instrument or if
the measuring instrument does not respond.

- Is the instrument switched on?
- Has the instrument sufficient power?
- Is the connection cable connected?
- Is it the correct connection cable? (Item no. 0409.0178)
- Correct COM Port connection?

- You are trying to get an online measurement from an
instrument to which a probe is not connected.

- Connect the corresponding probes.
- Not all of the input variables for the function “...” 

are contained in the measurement protocol. You have
selected a pre-defined function, which needs more or other
parameters than those included in the measurement
protocol e.g. you want to calculate the dew point, but only
the temperature is available, the humidity parameter is
missing.

The program does not allow you to simply delete full folders.
First delete the data or locations in the folder in order to be
able to delete the empty folders or delete the folder in
Windows Explorer.

- You want to delete a file, which is still open for editing.
Open files cannot be deleted.

- Close the file.

Error messages

Instrument is not
responding ...:

Your instrument has
indicated that probes are
not working
Measuring impossible.

The folder is not empty.
Not possible to delete:

Not possible to delete
protocol:

Close and delete the file.
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Error messages

Other instruments from Testo

• Check if the instrument is switched on.
• Check the connection cable.

Rename the folder and do not use these characters.

Different names should be used when setting up new
instruments. The same names should not be used for
different instruments. 

- You are trying to connect protocols using invalid data.
Overlapping time ranges cannot always be put together in a
common protocol.

The Analysis software also includes instrument drivers for

testo 400 / 650 / 950
testo 445 / 645
testo 945 / 946
testo 545
testo 451

Invalid name:

: !,?,*,:,\ cannot be used in
location and folder names.

An instrument setting with
this name is already
available:

Please select a new name.

The time ranges overlap
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Testo Comfort software has all the functions needed to control
and configure Testo measuring instruments, to transmit data to
your PC and to edit it. This Chapter describes all the commands
necessary.

Testo Comfort-Software is divided into two main parts: the
archive and the work area.

Archive
Your measuring instruments and measurement data are
managed in this area.

All of the measuring instruments are inactive when the program
starts. If you want to activate a measuring instrument, which is
connected, click twice on the symbol for the measuring
instrument. Connection to the measuring instrument is set up
and the symbol for the instrument changes.
Alternatively, you can click on the symbol for the instrument with
the right mouse button and you will then receive a menu from
which to select. Select “Open”, to activate the required
measuring instrument. The measuring instrument has to be
connected and switched to the correct port.

Locations and directories can be set up in the archive; familiar to
you from Windows Explorer®. You can set up, copy, delete etc.
sub-directories by clicking the right mouse button on a directory
or a location.

If there are saved measurements in the measuring instrument and
these are shown below the measuring instrument, you can drag
and drop the data from the measuring instrument to a folder in
the archive. You can highlight several items by keeping the
Control button pressed.
You can also copy the data (from the measuring instrument or
archive) into the work area for display purposes. Mark the
required data with the mouse and drag it into the work area.

Details/Background

Display ranges
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A folder is represented by

A location is represented by

A measurement protocol is represented by

The measuring instruments which follow are then represented by
different icons. The icon changes if an instrument has been
opened successfully.

Work area
Your data is shown in this area.
If you copy your data from the archive to the work area, the data
will be shown. You can decide which type of display to take.

It is possible to change the view, if so required. Simply click on
the corresponding icon in the toolbar.

Once you have displayed a measurement in the work area, you
can call up a menu, in which further settings can be carried out,
by clicking with the right mouse button in the display:

The exact appearance of this menu
depends on the view selected.

Details/Background

Display ranges

folder 

location

protocol
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Main menu item: “File”

File/Open
The data of a measurement protocol can be read in. For
example, you can save the current measurement as reference
data or display later, as often as required, for checking
purposes. 
Measurement data files have the file name extension “prn” or
“vi2”. Only files which were set up using this version, a previous
version, or the Testo PC adapter software are accepted! “wks”
files can also be read in.

Measurement protocols contain 

1. per data block:

A protocol header: The units of the measured parameters and
additional information from the measuring instrument are
located here, depending on the structure of the measured
data. 

2. many data items within a data block consisting of:

Time mark: Date and time of respective measurement

Readings: From all the connected channels

File/Save
Measurement protocol data is saved as the name (and type)
displayed in the top line, using this function. If the data is newly
created and does not yet possess a name, it is necessary to
select one. In this case, the type of protocol is “vi2” and is
marked by the symbol        .

File/Save As
Measurement protocol data is saved in a file on the hard disk of
your computer. Data is saved in the RAM memory of your
computer during the measurement. This is deleted once you
exit the program. If you wish to create protocols with stable
values or you wish to analyse or print the data at a later stage

Details/Background
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with this or other programs , you should save the data in a file. 

Print Preview
The view will be printed exactly as it appears on the screen.

Printing
Measured data can be printed in diagram or table form. A
sheet is printed containing the following elements:

1. Protocol header with title (pre-set with file or instrument
names), date, start or finishing time of a measurement (tables
only), channel and reading number (tables only), current page
number, “Conditions” line and additional comment lines.

2. Measured data in diagram or table form.
When printed, the protocol header contains information
on the complete measurement protocol. 
It is recommended to use portrait format when printing
tables and landscape format when printing diagrams. 
Set the format with “Page Setup”.

Main menu item: “File“

Details/Background
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Main menu item: “File”

Details/Background

Example of printout: diagram
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Main menu item: “File”

Details/Background

Opening the files last used
The files last used can be opened here. The required file is
opened by clicking on the respective file name. However, if you
have already deleted or moved this file to another location, you
will, of course, not be able to open it and you will receive a
message.

Setting up a new location
You can assign as many locations as required within archive,
which can then be managed and structured in one of the tree
structures familiar from Windows Explorer®. The location or also
the location name is used to assign measurement data (reading,
unit, time) a name relevant to a specific location or other

attributes.

Preparing the measurement
It is recommended to set up a fixed structure in
archive for comprehensive measurements at
many different locations e.g. address
management for Customer service.
These locations can then be transmitted to the
testo 300 XXL instrument with additional
information such as required value, channel
dimensions etc., if so required.
The location names are in the display on site.
Selection is possible via “up/down, OK” or

barcode pen. Saved data is then coupled with a location name
until it is filed in the PC archive.
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Main menu item: “Instrument”

New device 
The new device setup wizard supports you when adding
additional measuring instruments to your configuration. 
You will get to the next page via “Next” and to the previous
page via “Back”.

The instrument, which is to be set up, should be connected to
the computer and switched on, since the New
device setup wizard checks the connection to
the measuring instrument once setup is
complete.

1. A list of instruments appears for you to select.
Select the instrument which you have just
connected. 

2. The next step is to select the interface to 
which the instrument is connected. It is only
when you have selected an interface that you
can leave this page. 

3. You can now assign your newly setup
instrument a name, under which it is to appear
in the Comfort software. Make sure that you
choose a name which is not already being used
for another instrument. The name of the
measuring instrument is normally shown.

4. An attempt is made to set up a connection to
the instrument.

Details/Background
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Main menu item: “Instrument”

Details/Background

testo 300 XXL

Device control
This menu item is used to call up the configuration page of the
selected instrument. These are adapted to the corresponding
instruments and make available the respective setting options on
offer. 
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Online 
One of the following two elements appears in this menu item,
once you have opened an instrument:

Start 
Start the online measurement with this menu
item/icon. Data is shown automatically in the work
area.

Stop 
You can hold the current online measurement with
this menu item/icon. You can now also save the
protocol from the work area on your hard disk.

ONLINE Configuration 
The measuring rate for online measurement is set here.
The maximum number of measurements is calculated
from this measuring rate. The minimum adjustable
measuring rate depends on the instrument and is
checked accordingly.

The data is buffered, at regular intervals, in a temporary
file on the hard disk.

Measurement finishes automatically once the maximum
measurement time (limited by the system and by memory space)
has been reached.

Details/Background

Main menu item: “Instrument”
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Main menu item: “Edit”

Undo
Undoing the last action
Use this menu item to undo the last action.

Copy
Diagrams, tables or sections of the tables can be copied into
the WINDOWS clipboard which are then available in other
application programs in the “Paste” menu item. In this way,
you can get a graph or values from another table into another
program. You can also copy the data within Comfort software
in the same way.

Note:
To prepare the picture of a graph for subsequent printing using a
different program, please first select the line and background
colour or patterns/styles which can be printed.

Paste
Measurement sequences, locations or directories which were
copied from the archive to the clipboard can be pasted in the
required point.

Paste into a new file
The files copied in the WINDOWS clipboard are pasted into a
newly opened file.

Details/Background
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Main menu item: “Edit”

Details/Background

Formula
A complete pre-defined formula can be edited or redefined
using this command. 

Delete 
Deletes all the formulated functions and contents for this
measurement data.
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Main menu item: “View”

All of the functions pertaining to screen layout and graphic
design are located here. The graphical presentation of readings
is the main task of this program. Readings can be shown in
diagrams and tables, for example. Several such views can be
shown simultaneously in a window. The values shown are
constantly updated during measurement.

The following is a list of the functions included in this menu:

Toolbar
Activates or deactivates functions, which appear in “Tools,
Customize”, as required. In this way, you have more space on
your screen to show data.

Palette
The palette, used to edit diagrams, is activated or deactivated
as required.

Status bar
The bottom window line is activated or deactivated.
Information, statuses and information normally appear here.

Details/Backgrounds
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Archive
The archive and registered instruments are activated or
deactivated.

Fullscreen
Enlarges the presentation area to screen size. 

Header
Use to fill header of current diagram/table. The appearance of
the protocol header depends on the chosen layout.

Main menu item: “View”

Details/Background
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Details/Background

Contents
Individual channels can be activated or deactivated in the
protocol currently shown.

Main menu item: “View”
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Main menu item: “Insert”

Text
Text can be added to diagrams.
The text entered in the text box can be moved (press
right mouse button and drag) to any point on the
diagram area.
If you click twice on the right mouse button when the
text box is activated, the font attributes can be
changed.
The “Eraser” palette symbol deletes a selected text
box from the screen.

Formula
If there are several channels in a measurement protocol e.g.
temperature, humidity, they can be offset. The result is a new
value sequence which can be displayed and edited.

Formulae
You can subject the measured data to individual
calculation by inputting formulae. For example,
the formula “(K<Index>-32)*5/9” converts a
temperature value with “Degree Fahrenheit” to
“Degree Celsius”. Formulae can be applied to the
data sequences of individual protocols.

Details/Background



This menu item contains the following entries:

Font
You can set the fonts to be used here. This font is then used for
protocols and to label diagrams.

Pattern
Used to set units, common axes, background colour and limit
value colours.
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Main menu item: “Insert”

Details/Background

Notes
The decimal point is as follows: e.g. 10.50. Values on a
parameter list are separated by a comma e.g.: td (K2,K1).

Syntax
Permitted digits/symbol sequence for a formula and an
arithmetical printout.

Symbols
Numerical constants e.g.: 3.14 
Channel references: K<Index> e.g.: K1 
Mathematical operators: +, -, *, /, ^ for exponents
Mathematical functions: sqrt(<Printout>) 
Trigonometrical functions: sin(<Printout>), cos(<Printout>) 
Gradient operator “e.g.: K2” to determine the timed derivation of
the parameter measured in channel 2 
Case differentiation: if <Condition> then <Printout> else
<Printout>

Main menu item: “Format”
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Main menu item: “Tools”

Settings
The Settings menu contains the following elements:

• Diagrams: 
Curves: Standard allocation of colour, width and style to the
eight curves shown in a diagram. 
In diagrams and parametric graphs: sets background and grid
colour, line type in grid.

• Color code: Tick this box to enable the allocation of the
diagram line and histogram bar to the parameter. The axis in
diagrams is labelled with a colour associated with a
parameter. Histogram bars are coloured individually within the
limit values.

• Common axes: Tick this box to show more than three
different parameters together in one diagram. Use UP/DOWN
for individual selection of the parameters which are to be
assigned to a common axis.

Details/Background
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Main menu point “Tools“

Details/Backgrounds

Customize
It is possible to influence the appearance of the Comfort
software using this menu item. 

Toolbar

The following can be set:

• Which toolbar is to be displayed or not, 
• If large or small icons are to be used, 
• Which icons are to appear in the toolbar 

New
It is also possible to set up and name a new toolbar.

Reset
Standard settings are restored when “Reset” is activated.

Commands
Open the “Commands” register card to change the displayed
toolbar and transfer the corresponding symbol to the required
toolbar.
Click on the bottom of the icon for more information.

Register card: Range of functions

Activates additional functions.
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Main menu item: “Window”

Window
The following sub-menu items can be selected:

Tiled 
Tiled horizontally 
Cascading

The names of all the open measurement protocols are
shown. Is ticked when activated (is in foreground)

Details/Background
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